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Opening session. (Photo courtesy of Meghan McDevitt.)

Keynote Session: Pursuing Excellence: Voices for Change in Scholarly Publishing
Reported by Jodi Harrell, MPA

the Workplace Equity Project (or WE). Formed as a grass-

ACS Editorial Support, Research Square

roots effort in 2017, the Workplace Equity Project seeks to
raise awareness of issues surrounding diversity, inclusion, and

Susan Spilka and Jeri Wachter, Co-Founders of the Workplace

equity in scholarly publishing.

Equity Project, delivered a captivating speech as this year’s

Against the backdrop of profound disruption in our industry,

keynote address. In their talk, Spilka and Wachter introduced

there has been a lot of news about gender inequality. This is partly

Keynote session.
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due to new pay transparency laws in the United Kingdom and

the survey were 1) we are often blind to the challenges of

the startling evidence that average and median salaries for

others, and 2) managers (specifically your direct boss) have

women were reported lower than for men. Spilka addressed

more impact on your experiences in the workplace than the

the issue of bias through humor by showing a cartoon illus-

overriding culture of the organization (I have personally

tration of a group of mostly men sitting around a conference

experienced this to be true). Her point was that an awareness

table. The caption read: “That’s an excellent suggestion, Miss

of these potential biases can actually help curb their effects.

Triggs. Perhaps one of the men here would like to make it.”

Real change is only possible through changing mindsets, not

However, diversity isn’t just about addressing gender

just relying on human resources’ policies.

bias. Similarly, the case for workplace equity isn’t just

One example of an actionable item was to replace current

about social equality. In her presentation, Spilka cited

hiring practices with blind auditions. In publishing, a hiring

empirical research that diversity has an impact on the

manager would remove personal information about the ap-

bottom line. In a study conducted by McKinsey, companies in

plicant before evaluating a resume. What impact would this

the top quartile for gender diversity on executive teams were

practice have on diversity in your organization?

21% more likely to outperform on profitability. Viewing di-

This and other fascinating findings were included in their

versity as a business model is a pretty revolutionary idea, but

presentation. I would encourage anyone interested in learning

that’s exactly what the Workplace Equity Project encourages.

more to check out their website, including their Voices col-

Research shows that diverse teams are not only more

umn, and review their full findings.

innovative but also achieve better outcomes. In a largely

What’s next for the Workplace Equity Project? They’re

academic-based, research-centered profession such as

continuing to tell their story to the world by presenting what

scholarly publishing, this should be a no brainer. Un-

they’ve learned at the ALPSP conference, the 2018 STM

fortunately, even though our industry is predominantly fe-

Frankfurt Conference, and a Peer Review conference hosted

male, leadership is still largely made up of men, and there are

at Research Square. They plan to publish an executive

very few people of color at any level. See here for a more

summary of their survey findings in October 2018.

complete summary of the Workplace Equity Project findings.

As the presentation reminded us with a quote from Margaret

Wachter brought these concepts home by discussing

Mead: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, com-

ways we can all take action now and become a change agent

mitted citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing

in our own organizations. Two of the biggest takeaways from

that ever has.”

From Clay to Bricks: Data Sharing, Citations, and Transparency
Reported by Kimberly J. Retzlaff
Sr. Manager - Editorial, American Water Works Association

“Data sharing is at the core of the scholarly enterprise,”
Mavzer said. “It is the practice of making data used in
scholarly research available to others.”

“We’re wedded to the physical metaphor,” said Jen Mavzer,

The primary benefit of data sharing for authors is that it

Founding Partner of the Coronis Group. “Facts look a lot

supports validation efforts and transparency. The benefit to

like bricks to us because of a narrative we’ve woven about

journals is that it demonstrates a commitment to quality and

the foundation of knowledge. Perhaps also because of

discourages fraud, and, as it turns out, data-equipped papers

a long history of storing facts in a physical way—in printed

tend to receive increased citations.

books, behind glass, or etched into tablets. But as we have

Aside from the benefits, there are issues related to data

placed our knowledge online, a striking thing happens. We

sharing as well, including a lack of standards and variability

are able to link them together, share, recombine, and re-

in journal policies. Journal data policies are often vague,

analyze.”

Mavzer explained. They may not define “data,” where and

This is the gist of the current data acceleration regime,

when to deposit, or expectations of access. It is interesting

the scholarly world learning to make use of data. Trans-

to note, she added, that higher-impact journals tend to

parency is an important driver behind the open data

have enforceable data policies. Additional issues with data

movement.

policies are that they can be difficult to find or understand,

www.ISMTE.org
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which leads to perceived compliance problems and con-

• Specify a policy for citation of data (e.g., used and

fusion from peer review to post-publication. Finally, most

generated datasets called out in the reference list). If

journal policies do not guide authors well on ensuring data
are available and reusable.
There is some guidance available for journals to help
with drafting policies, including the FAIR Data Principles,
the FORCE11 Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles,
and the ICMJE Data Sharing Policy. Additionally, the Open
Science Framework Transparency and Openness Promotion

you ask for it, check it.
• Detail how to format data citations (e.g., author(s), title,
year, version, data repository, persistent identifiers) and
locate these in the main reference list.
• Ask authors for data availability statements and incorporate a check for this into the workflow.
• Establish relationships with and provide guidance on

Guidelines provide top guidelines for journals, as well as

suitable repositories (e.g., general, institutional, subject-

checklists for editors.

specific), and explain to authors how to find one.

In creating data sharing policies, consider the following
best practices:
• Update information for authors with a clear statement
of journal expectations.

• Consider the implications of licensing terms used to
archive data.
• Build author support workflows (e.g., FAQs, specific
contact).

Working With Authors to Improve Their Figures
Reported by Lindsey E. Mitchell

Most images that are ideal for Internet use (JPG, PNG,

Assistant Managing Editor, Cancer

BMP, GIF) are compressed, while images that are ideal
for print (TIFF) are uncompressed.

Producing high-quality, print-ready figures is a frequent pain
point for authors and editorial offices alike. In this session,

Additionally, we provided an overview of the various im-

Monica Leigh, Senior Managing Editor for KWF Editorial, and I

age processing software options, both free and for-pur-

presented different methods for assisting authors with their

chase, and the pros and cons of using them in the editorial

images, from exporting preferred file types out of difficult

office. We also discussed image resolution and how it can

programs, to converting images on the authors’ behalf.

sometimes be misleading. Since even a blurry image can have

The session began with an overview of the best practices for

high resolution, it is always best to look closely at figures and,

collecting images from authors. It is easier to teach what we know,

when in doubt, use the zoom function to determine if the DPI

so when we have a solid grasp of our own requirements, we can

accurately represents the image quality.

more effectively explain them to authors and guide them when

We then shared mistakes that authors often make when

they are uncertain how to get us what we need. This can save time

preparing their images, such as resolution inflation and using

for both the editorial office and the authors, avoiding unnecessary

improper file types. Being able to recognize these errors allows us

frustration and hopefully giving the authors a better un-

to guide authors in the correct direction by explaining why their

derstanding that they can take forward into future submissions.

image still needs improvement and how they can fix the problem.

We covered the differentiation between raster and vector images

Finally, we gave insight into how to convert images for authors

and the importance of uncompressed image files. In summary:

from some often-overlooked file types into the ideal formats of

• Raster images are made up of individual points, called pixels,

TIFF and EPS. Our recommended program, Adobe Acrobat Pro

which determine the image resolution. A high-quality image

(or DC) can easily convert PDF files into TIFF or EPS images. This

will have a high resolution, also referred to as dots per inch

program is invaluable for working with images that are produced

(DPI). Raster files include TIFF, JPG, PNG, BMP, and GIF.

by difficult programs, such as statistical graph software and other

• Vector images are not made up of pixels, but instead are

programs that can export to PDF but require extra patches or

made up of individual shapes. Vector files can be resized

drivers to add the capability of exporting into TIFF and EPS.

without losing any quality. The most common vector file type

The session ended with a lively Q&A where attendees shared

is EPS; vector images can also be created in PDF and PPT.

their specific struggles working with different programs and

• Some file types undergo compression when they are

file types and also provided advice to each other based on their

created, such as JPG files, which reduces the quality.

www.ISMTE.org
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Practical Learning for Managing and Technical Editors from the 8th International Congress on Peer Review
and Scientific Publication
Reported by Margot Puerta

to transparency, you may wish to use the following questions

Executive Editor, Molecular Medicine

from ISMTE to assess your journal(s). Do you:

The Eighth International Congress on Peer Review and Scientific
Publication took place in September 2017 in Chicago, Illinois. In
this ISMTE session Donald Samulack, PhD, President of US
Operations at Editage / Cactus Communications, and Jason
Roberts, PhD, Senior Partner at Origin Editorial, summarized the
congress and provided practical learning takeaways.
There were five key congress topics: common problems in
peer review and scientific publication, improving peer review
and scientific publication, innovations in peer review and
scientific publication, authorship and contribution, and

• Clearly identify the Editor/Editorial Board and their
institutional affiliations?
• Ensure the journal owner (e.g., society) and publisher
are clearly identified?
• Describe in detail each stage of the manuscript handling
process (including blinding procedures)?
• Declare if you require study registration (e.g., ClinicalTrials.
gov) or have mandated/preferred data access policies?
• If you use COPE to guide your response to publication
ethics, state this support for COPE?

conflict of interest. Unifying the various sessions was a central theme of transparency. The congress was capped with

While the push for transparency may begin to open the black

a discussion forum on transparency in peer review, which

box, it also brings up other questions. For example, what are

attempted to capture what it might mean for journals (and

the reasons for not publishing reviewer comments? If the

neatly summarized at #TransparencyInReview). There are

comments are published, should they be edited? What does

variations in what we mean when we talk about transparency

this mean for truly poor reviews?

in peer review. For example, most journals do not disclose the

Going forward, journals will need to improve standards in the

type of peer review they use or what criteria are included in

conduct of peer review. They will need to be more open about

the screening process.

such management through declarations and editorials. Journals

Editorial office staff are, in some journal contexts, the only

should conduct internal audits of their homepages, instructions

publishing professionals involved in the operation and man-

for authors, and other policies to determine how clear the level

agement of the peer-review process. Therefore, one might argue,

of transparency is to all stakeholders. Journals should also

they are crucial to it. Additionally, editorial offices are frequently

consider and evaluate whether new models of peer review may

tasked with implementing new policies. So, the question of how

be useful to them.

might we put transparency into practice is highly relevant to the
typical ISMTE member. While there is currently no definitive guide

The program, including all abstracts and videos captured
during the congress, can be found here.

Building a Better Editorial Office: Successful Management Strategies
Reported by Kimberly J. Retzlaff

strategies managers can use to help navigate these rough
waters.

“Managing is analogous to swimming in the ocean,” said

Critically, in creating a successful team, managers should start

Jacob Kendall-Taylor, Editorial Manager of the Proceedings

at the beginning—during the hiring process. Kendall-Taylor

of the National Academies of Sciences (PNAS). Most of the

recommended seeking out candidates who are detail-oriented,

time everything is calm in the editorial office, but

organized, and self-motivated. Thinking outside the box helps,

sometimes there are rough waters and storms that come

too, and Kendall-Taylor noted he’s hired several effective team

in the shape of change in management, updated priori-

members from nontraditional publishing backgrounds, including

tization, and difficult conversations. There are several

a Starbucks manager and an archaeology master’s student.

www.ISMTE.org
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In managing through change, one approach that Kendall-

several new workflows and processes, including a new

Taylor has found to be particularly helpful is to explain the

editorial and production tracking system, moving to an

rationale behind decisions being made so team members

XML-first workflow, and shifting exclusively to outside

understand why things are changing. “You can’t appease all

copyediting to provide better scaling of work.

concerns, but you can listen,” he said. In addressing employees

Key to driving effective change is defining success at the

who are upset, it’s important to stay open to discussion and

outset. To do this, Halloran recommended outlining criteria

give team members the opportunity to express their frustra-

before starting on the process of change, such as reducing

tion but to stay firm when the changes have to be made.

time to publication, seeking greater user engagement, or

Meeting with staff to identify their concerns and develop
potential solutions is a strategy that Shaun Halloran, Operations

doing more with the same resources. Additionally, targets
should be measurable, achievable, and realistic.

Manager of Environmental Health Perspectives (EHP), has found

Finally, it’s important to invest in team members for the

to be successful. This is particularly important for managing

long term. To do this, Halloran said, managers should provide

through change and implementing new processes and programs.

training and development. One tactic he uses is to assign

To help improve EHP workflows, Halloran developed

team members independent research projects, where they

a five-year plan that encompassed the operational vision for

look into an issue or new product and give a presentation to

the journal, identified needed resources and an overall

the rest of the team to report on what they found and why it

schedule to deploy them, and reallocated staff members to

might be helpful. For changes that make sense, the team

play to their strengths and the journal’s needs. Through the

incorporates them.

changes, Halloran regularly met with team members to help
establish and build trust, and they successfully implemented

“Manage carefully and transition gracefully,” Halloran said.
“And opt for evolution over revolution whenever possible.”

Editorial Office News – Snapshots
Reported by Stephanie Kinnan

Create Effective Titles for Your Journal’s Articles,” we

Co-Editor-in-Chief, EON

learned that an article’s title can impact how often it is

Assistant Managing Editor of Clinical Publications, American Society

cited. Jason Roberts provided readers with a Peer Review

for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

Transparency Checklist in his article, “Predatory Journals:
Know Thy Enemy—What Editorial Offices Can Do to

During this session, Carolyn Sperry, EON Co-Editor-in-Chief and
Editorial Assistant at Archives of PM&R for Origin Editorial, LLC,
and I talked about the development of EON over the past decade
and shared some highlights from articles published this year.
I started off the session by sharing EON’s history. EON was
first published in January 2008 as a Society newsletter and
has grown significantly since its inception. Five Editors and
several redesigns later, EON has developed into a full publication with a variety of content and features. A new digital
version was launched in 2017 to offer a more interactive
experience for readers. I also discussed a few developments
in the works that will contribute to the continued growth of
the publication, the most exciting of which is the introduction
of a peer-review process.
In the second part of the session, Sperry discussed some
key points from important articles recently published
in EON. In Deborah Bowman’s article, “Helping Authors

www.ISMTE.org
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Educate Their Stakeholders.” Glenn Collins gave us

Dudley’s “#TheTweetingBird: The Rise and Impact of So-

pointers on working with multiple societies to produce

cial Media in Ornithology.”

a guideline in “Publishing Guidelines—A Partnership of

The session closed with us asking the audience to con-

Societies and Journals.” Finally, we learned how helpful

tribute their own short anecdotes for publication in EON.

social media can be in promoting your articles in Steve

Look for those on page 14 of this issue.

GDPR and the Editorial Office: Implications and Action Items for Managing Editors
Reported by Michelle English

and reviewer information is collected, stored, and used. Miller

Director of Operations, J&J Editorial, LLC

spoke about the regulations “right to erasure” clause, and how
it’s not absolute in her understanding. Audience members

Pamela Miller, Assistant to the Editor at the New England

raised concerns about preexisting peer reviews, or what to do

Journal of Medicine, presented on a timely topic in 2018—the

if an author of a previously published manuscript now wants

new European Union data protection law that was enacted

their data erased. Publishers may be able to breathe a sigh of

earlier this spring. GDPR stands for General Data Protection

relief—as long as it’s within their legitimate business, and they

Regulation, and even though it’s meant as a European Union

have a lawful basis, they will not have to erase someone’s data.

regulation, it may be affecting all of us who have journals with

Miller’s point is that GDPR seems to be aimed at marketing but

international scope. Miller spoke about the actions her em-

is rippling to research and the enterprise of publishing re-

ployer has taken to comply, but stressed that she’s not legal

search. Attendees took time toward the end of the session to

counsel, and each attendee should consult their organization’s

share what their organizations are doing about things like

data protection officer for official guidance. Practically, this

“opt-in” emails, removing user accounts at a person’s request,

regulation means that organizations have a responsibility to

and reporting. This session was a great mix of information and

obtain consent for using or processing a person’s data. In-

food for thought. It also worked to capture the concerns of

dividuals have a right to know how their data is being used, to

many managing editors, via the audience, of the constantly

access that data if requested, and to request erasure of the

changing landscape of requirements that editorial pro-

data. This affects editorial offices specifically with how author

fessionals encounter each day.

Building Relationships Between Editorial and Production
Reported by Jodi Harrell, MPA

does, which can be frustrating when deadlines are missed or
when an article fails to make it into a specific issue.

The speakers for this interactive workshop were Adrianna

Those who work outside Production often think of its inner

Borgia, Team Manager of Journal Management at Elsevier;

workings as a black box. To help demystify this critical

Emma Brink, Editor at Wiley; and Ryan Farrell, Publications

function, the speakers highlighted the various roles and re-

Manager at the American Gastroenterological Association.

sponsibilities of Production departments. Primary amongst

This workshop focused on how to build better relationships

these include managing and overseeing the publication

between two very distinct, yet integral, parts of journal

process from an article’s acceptance to final publication.

operations: Editorial and Production. Hypothetical questions

Production also ensures the completeness and accuracy of

to common problems were posed, and participants were

article components, including tables, figures, metadata, and

encouraged to discuss with others before sharing their re-

funding. In addition, they coordinate proof corrections with

sponses with the group. Afterward, the speakers provided

authors and editors and ensure the timely publication of

a possible solution.

articles and issues. Production is also responsible for quality

Unfortunately, there can be little to no communication

control and interfacing regularly with different stakeholder

between Editorial and Production departments. As a result,

groups, including authors, editors, other internal departments,

editors may know very little about what Production actually

and their societies. Because each journal is different, the

www.ISMTE.org
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speakers encouraged participants to learn about their col-

One way to foster better relations with your colleagues is

leagues’ roles through direct interaction and dialogue rather

to avoid using terminology that might mean something

than an overreliance on existing knowledge or assumptions.

different depending on your role. Tips for clear communi-

A standard production workflow was provided to dem-

cation were provided such as avoiding acronyms, using

onstrate the multifaceted role of Production departments and

examples, restating what you think you heard or active lis-

the often linear nature of their workflows. The contingencies

tening, and having either a face-to-face or telephone con-

and constraints that Production often works under can be an

versation rather than email.

area of frustration for Editorial departments if roles are not

Finally, the workshop briefly touched on ways Production can
help societies and editors understand their requirements. It’s

explained and expectations are not set in advance.
Want to know what Production Managers wished Editors

generally easier to set standards during transitions, such

knew about their respective departments and vice versa?

as when starting a new journal or onboarding new editors. If

This question was asked by one of the panelists to her col-

power dynamics come into play, it can be helpful to discuss what

leagues prior to the conference. The answers were illumi-

other journals are doing and emphasize the author experience.

to

The presenters encouraged involvement in professional

Production), respect for deadlines (Production to Editorial),

organizations, such as ISMTE, the Council of Science Editors,

and working together (both).

and the Society for Scholarly Publishing, as ways to learn more.

nating

and

centered

around

flexibility

(Editorial

Ethics Bootcamp: Tips, Tricks, and Tools on How to Spot Possible Image Manipulation
Reported by Julie T. Vo

finding more instances of blurry images, spliced lines, and

Editorial Coordinator, Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics; CPT:

flipped images, the need for in-house scientific expertise was

Pharmacometrics & Systems Pharmacology; and Clinical and

met with the creation of an Ethics Manager position with

Translational Science

a background in ethics. Since it was established in 2011,
Pesanelli and his department have seen all kinds of cases that

Eric Pesanelli, the Editorial Art Manager at The American

run the gamut of ethics issues, the most common being ma-

Physiological Society, led conference attendees through

nipulation in blots, gels, and photomicrographs. As Pesanelli

a workshop to troubleshoot and spot image manipulation by

exposed these images for what they truly were, you could see

using free tools and basic software that aid in distinguishing

the jaws drop with the dramatic effect of an episode of CSI.

image editing from image manipulation.

Most seemed to be distorted without malicious intent

Pesanelli revealed examples of manipulation that he and his

(brightened, cropped, and omitted images), but a few most

team have seen in the last seven years when the rise in the

definitely were intentionally spurious. Authors were discovered

number of ethics cases grew multi-fold. As the art editors kept

to have falsified figures by creating “new” images of a result by

Networking.

www.ISMTE.org
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duplicating a panel and then creating a mirror image or flipping

review can begin with a simple zoom-in to look for blurriness

it upside down, or zooming in so that the results looked similar.

and clear cut-and-paste lines. Using Adobe Acrobat, Adobe

So what can small editorial offices do? Appoint an

Photoshop, and/or PowerPoint, you can “reset picture and

ethics expert in your department and have resources on

size” to capture embedded images reset to their original

hand. The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)

appearance; use “reselect and ungroup” and continue until

provides flow charts and case studies to help manage

the original image to see how much the authors have

ethics concerns and to provide a first-steps course of

changed the figure; and enable the contrast or solarizing

action when image manipulation is suspected. Pesanelli

tools to investigate the loss, or addition, of background data.

also recommended to take advantage of the free

Attendees learned that half of manipulation cases can be

Forensics Tools available from the Office of Research

caught with the human eye if you know what to look for—

Integrity to assist in conducting image analyses.

hard lines and edges. With so many resources at your fin-

To detect sliced gel images, duplicated western blots, and
enhanced image lighting, Pesanelli demonstrated that initial

gertips, you can never be too safe when protecting the
integrity of your journal’s research.

Google Docs for the Editorial Office
Reported by Laura Kathleen Brashear

questions and learn new skills; and the different features of

Managing Editor, Journal of Veterinary Emergency & Critical Care

Google Drive: Docs, Sheets, Slides, and Forms, and some

and Veterinary Pathology

suggested uses.

Alexandra Kahler, Editorial Director at KWFCO, presented

follow along on their laptops while she went over the examples.

a session with practical demonstrations using Google Docs

She gave a detailed description of each document and how it

to coordinate tasks in the Editorial Office. She gave an in-

was created, updated, and used. There was a sample agenda,

formative session with specific examples of solutions she has

a sample project management spreadsheet, and a sample time-

used for collaboration and how to re-create them.

tracking worksheet with data analysis and created charts. Each

There was a link to active documents so that attendees could

The session started with a brief description of Google

was described thoroughly with demonstrations of how to enter

Docs: the types of Google Drive access and how they meet

times and dates, create pull-down menus, make conditional

different needs; using the Google help forum to solve

formatting, calculate sums and averages, and create charts.

Plenary Session: Preprints
Reported by Ryan A. Farrell

by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (CSHL). He emphasized

Publications Manager, American Gastroenterological Association

that the main purpose of preprints is to encourage feedback
and comment before a paper is fully immersed in the peer-

In the past three years, posting and reading preprints (i.e.,

review process. Submissions are manually screened for

complete manuscripts distributed by their authors before journal

inflammatory content, commercial promotion, scientific le-

peer review) have become increasingly popular in many research

gitimacy, and previous publication. Authors retain copyright

communities, especially the sciences. How should the journals

and are offered a range of licensing options. CSHL also

that serve these communities adapt to this new behavior among

supports DOIs, unique URLs, re-versioning, and links to the

their contributors and readers? During Thursday afternoon’s

final published article. To date, bioRxiv has ;29,000 posted

plenary session, experts from bioRxiv/medRxiv, ChemRxiv, Or-

manuscripts and boasts a growing user base.

igin Editorial, and COPE came together to discuss this very issue.

Marshall Brennan, PhD, Publishing Manager for ChemRxiv

To begin, John Inglis, PhD, Co-Founder of bioRxiv/

at the American Chemical Society, discussed ChemRxiv, one

medRxiv, provided a basic definition of preprints and

of the first society-owned preprint servers. In his estimation,

outlined the intent and function of servers administered

preprints fill a necessary gap in the lifecycle of research, allow

www.ISMTE.org
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Posters.

authors to solicit critical feedback prior to peer review, and

releases, linking to preprints, and establishing citation priority

promote greater accessibility. ChemRxiv has received 500

and format. Heather Tierney, COPE Council Member, directed

unique submissions and ;500,000 article accessions. Like

attendees to the organization’s Discussion Document, which

its CSHL counterparts, it does not accept published papers

outlines context, challenges, recommendations, and limita-

and imposes a rigorous, manual screening process to weed

tions. Her presentation focused on ethical questions regarding

out poor-quality work and irreproducible data. Overall,

the status of preprints as publications, the issue of precedence,

positive reception was attributed to the support of various

subsequent journal publication, multiple or overlapping sub-

file types, provision of unique DOIs for revisions, adoption of

mission, and licensing implications. She made clear that COPE

Altmetric, and linking to the published version. He acknowledged

would very much welcome the input of ISMTE members

that open issues (e.g., priority claims and scooping, embargoes,

(cope_execofficer@publicationethics.org).

linking, retraction, licensing, sustainability) need to be addressed
jointly by preprint service providers and publishers.

During the Q&A, moderator Elizabeth Blalock, Managing
Editor of the Journal of Investigative Dermatology, fielded

Beyond general information on specific servers, there exists

a number of questions. Both Inglis and Brennan were clear that

the question of how journals can develop and implement

preprints do not represent a threat to traditional publishing;

functional policies. Kristen Overstreet, Senior Partner and

rather, they support the role of journals in dissemination and

Managing Editor at Origin Editorial, LLC, specifically addressed

evaluation. They will not seek Impact Factors, acknowledge that

editorial office responsibilities with regard to policy, education,

journals provide the best version of articles, and will endeavor to

procedure, and post-publication. Once a journal has determined

push users towards journals whenever possible. They also de-

whether it will accept preprint submissions, it will need to

tailed their use of iThenticate to address concerns regarding

communicate this policy to editors, authors, and reviewers. This

plagiarism, affirmed their commitment to rigorous screening

information should be disseminated via the website or direct

procedures, and acknowledged their responsibility to educate

communication (e.g., automated responses, email invites, de-

the public. Tierney reiterated the need for transparency and

cision letters). Editorial offices are also responsible for de-

proper citation to sufficiently preempt concerns. Overall,

termining copyright and licensing for the content in question.

this session evidenced the broad interest in how preprints

Staff members should be trained in relevant workflows including

will be integrated into the scholarly publishing ecosystem

checking status at time of submission and requiring proper ci-

as well as the collaborative spirit in which this endeavor

tation. Journals should also consider embargoes for press

must be undertaken.

Plenary Session: 102 Things Great Publishers Do
Reported by Dylan Burris

Things Journal Publishers Do,” as a way to shed some light

Senior Production Editor, J&J Editorial, LLC

on the value that publishers provide in the publishing industry. The list was updated on a nearly yearly basis with

Kent Anderson, CEO of RedLink, LLC, and a Founder and

additional items until the most recent version, published in

former Editor-in-Chief of The Scholarly Kitchen, gave

February 2018, topped out at 102.

a plenary talk this year titled, “102 Things Great Publishers

Along with new items (and now featuring emojis!), the

Do.” The list was first published as a blog post on The

updated list examines the “value perspective” (uniqueness,

Scholarly Kitchen back in 2012, as “A Proposed List – 60

value, importance) of various tasks that are handled by

www.ISMTE.org
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publishers. The list is exhaustive and covers the extensive

even outside of the scientific publishing community, content

range of responsibilities of publishers that often go un-

is regulated and reviewed (and revised as necessary) prior to

noticed by those outside of the industry. In addition to the

publication—whereas today on Facebook or Twitter, anyone

uniqueness, value, and importance, the list includes both

can post anything (for the most part). Anderson attributes

primary and secondary beneficiaries of each item: Who

this lack of a true publisher as a central cause of the rise of

benefits from it (whether they realize it or not)? Ultimately,

“fake news” and other anti-scientific or anti-factual views

the primary theme of what great publishers do, according to

(anti-vax, flat earth, etc.). New tech companies have jumped

Anderson, is “assume risk on behalf of authors.”

into the role of publisher and distributor but have abused

After briefly touching on the list, Anderson devoted the

their role by not taking responsibility for the risk of the

bulk of the talk to addressing the changing media landscape,

content—they aren’t “assuming risk on behalf of the authors.”

and how traditional publishers are being replaced by other

The talk left many unanswered questions—the primary

vendors like blogs, social media companies, and other non-

one being what exactly are we supposed to do about all of

traditional distributors. In particular, Anderson addressed the

this? Anderson conceded the solution wasn’t entirely clear,

real problems with the new media scene, and how so many of

but perhaps those new publishers and distributors would be

these new distributors don’t meet the criteria of a “great

well served to take a look at his list, and see how best they can

publisher” as described in his near-annual list. For example,

take responsibility to be a “great” publisher.

Roundtable Discussion on Reviewer Recruitment and Retention

Reported by Laura Kathleen Brashear

Discussion highlights included ways to identify reviewers,
increasing the diversity of reviewers, available resources for

Can there ever be enough discussion about reviewers?

training and mentoring reviewers, verifying recommended

No! Randy Townsend, Senior Program Manager at the Amer-

reviewers and possible conflicts of interest, and recognizing

ican Geophysical Union, led this session and initiated group

reviewers in publications and at conferences.

discussions on reviewer recruitment and retention. Attendees

A note taker at each roundtable kept a record of each

sat in groups, with each group given a list of questions covering

discussion, which will be combined with notes from the

different aspects of the topic, including recruitment, training,

shared highlights in the session. The notes will be transcribed

ethics, and retention. After exchanging ideas and best prac-

and edited to create a document preserving the content of

tices, a representative from each group shared a few points

the roundtable discussion session for members to use as

from their discussion with the entire session.

a resource.

Understanding Bias and How to Address It in Peer Review
Reported by Kimberly J. Retzlaff

Related to geographic bias, according to a sneak peek of
the GSPR data that Harvey shared, authors in China, India,

Biases are inherent in all of us—the trick for publishing pro-

Iran, and Brazil are submitting lots more papers than in the

fessionals is to be aware of and address them. “Bias is a dis-

past (2011 compared to 2016), but they aren’t conducting an

proportionate weight in favor of or against one thing, person, or

equivalent proportion of peer reviews. Instead, US researchers

group compared with another, usually in a way considered to be

are performing the most reviews, followed distantly by re-

unfair,” said Laura Harvey, Head of Publisher Relations at Publons.

searchers in the United Kingdom and then China. This means

To address bias in peer review, editors first need to un-

that “most of the research being published today is being

derstand the problem. To this end, Publons will soon be

reviewed through a Western lens,” Harvey said.

releasing its Global State of Peer Review (GSPR) report,

Geographic bias is often inadvertently introduced by

a largest-of-its-kind study. The study covers various types of

editors, who likely favor reviewers from their own countries

bias, including gender, institutional, and geographic.

(consciously or subconsciously). To address this and other
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Meghan McDevitt (right) receives the Award for Excellence from
ISMTE President Julie Nash.

ISMTE NORTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE 2018

Sherryl Sundell (right) receives the Award for Achievement or
Innovation from ISMTE President Julie Nash.

types of bias, editors should take a good look at their editorial

To combat bias, ACS teaches reviewers to be aware

offices—and specifically, whether the team has ever tried to

that bias exists, question their critical thinking, focus

address the question of bias, looked at their own data, or

on the science and not the authors, and provide rigorous

tried to understand what data there is to look into.

comments. The ACS Reviewer Lab is freely available

Education is another proactive step that editors can take
to help address bias in peer review. Heather Tierney, Manager

to any reviewers (not just those working on ACS
publications).

of Publication Ethics at the American Chemical Society

Another education program ACS uses to combat bias

(ACS) Publications, talked about the ACS Reviewer Lab and

that other editorial offices could emulate is regular editor

how it’s used to help train reviewers. The Ethics Module

education programs, including education on bias aware-

teaches reviewers what bias is, how to recognize it, and how

ness. They hold an annual gathering of their 501 Editors-

to deal with it when doing their own peer reviews. It goes into

in-Chief and recently invited a plenary speaker to discuss

several types of bias, including gender, ethnic, geographic,

bias with the group. They also hold breakout sessions to

prestige, model/interpretation, and positive results.

discuss bias at the editorial level.

Stories of Professional Development in Publishing
Reported by Megan Cerino

and the means to make it happen is often challenging. Anna

ACS Managed Support Assistant, Research Square

Jester, Director of Sales & Marketing at eJournal Press; Dana
Compton, Senior Consulting Associate at KWF Consulting; and

Working on professional development and career advance-

Meghan McDevitt, Managing Editor at The Journal of Pediatrics,

ment is something we all want to do; however, finding the time

shared their winding career paths and the steps they took to
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incorporate professional development into their lives. While it

your network, may connect you to an opportunity you would

may seem daunting at first, making professional development

not have otherwise known about. While some are lucky to

a priority can be rewarding.

have experienced people at their organizations who are

I always thought professional development had to start

willing to act as a mentor, others are not as fortunate. If such

with a clear career plan, but pinpointing the things you love

a person is not at your organization, you can get paired up

and are good at may be a better place to start. Allowing your

with someone through the mentorship programs at ISMTE,

interests to drive your career trajectory may lead you to

CSE, and other professional societies.

a position you never could have planned to have. Keeping an

A great way to grow your network and learn new skills is to

open mind and pushing yourself beyond your comfort zone

get involved with a professional society. For most of us, the

can lead to new opportunities.

greatest barrier is finding the time. While it seems that many

Another key component to jumpstarting your professional

roles require a large time commitment, there are often roles

development is to find a mentor and grow your network. A

that are seasonal and require your attention for only a short

mentor can be a source of knowledge and can energize your

window of time. Taking on one of these smaller tasks is a

professional growth. In addition, a mentor, or someone in

great way to get involved without becoming overwhelmed.

Plenary Session: Authorship Transparency

Reported by Ryan A. Farrell

current membership (;11,000 members in over 100 countries).
Using the COPE Discussion Document as a springboard, they

Clarifying the roles and contributions of authors has become

discussed authorship as defined by various organizations

a paramount concern for journals seeking to refine and

(e.g., the ICMJE) as well as CASRAI’s Contributor Role

strengthen their transparency policies. Friday afternoon’s

Taxonomy (CRediT). This led into a discussion of industry

closing plenary session assembled experts from ORCID,

authors, journals’ reticence to publish negative findings,

Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and COPE to address this

and efforts to promote diversity in publishing. The speakers

timely and engaging subject. The panelists’ discussion

encouraged editorial offices to standardize their disclosure

covered a broad range of topics, including what is exactly

policies. Meadows, Patel, and Tierney acknowledged that

meant by authorship transparency, why it’s important for

success in transparency requires editorial offices to invest

scholarly publishing, its impact on stakeholders from both

time and effort in reviewing submissions and authors to self-

academic institutions and private industry, and conflicts of

police. The panelists directed audience members interested

interest.

in developing their own policies to a number of important

Envisioned as an open dialogue rather than a series of

resources including ICMJE, CRediT, an article on the GPP3

discrete presentations, the panelists began with brief com-

guidelines, and the American Psychological Association’s

ments contextualizing their organizations and introducing

Authorship Determination Scorecard.

themselves. Alice Meadows, Director of Community En-

The session closed with a Q&A session, with many of the

gagement & Support at ORCID, summarized the vision of

queries related to issues of policy development and en-

ORCID in linking “all who participate in research […] across

forcement. The panelists also took this time to raise the

time, disciplines, and borders.” Intrinsic to this mission is an

emerging topic of citizen science (i.e., patients as partici-

emphasis on interoperability; scholarly publishing exhibits

pants in trials as well as authors in clinical publications) and

a cyclical and collaborative lifecycle linking the researcher/

its implications for authorship credit, access to data, the

contributor to their employer, funder, and publisher. Mina

European Union General Data Protection Regulation and

Patel, Senior Director of Global Scientific Communications at

potential similar legislation, and the greater accessibility of

Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc., offered novel insights from

research and findings amongst the public. Looking forward,

private industry and identified the numerous stakeholders in-

as with so much in our industry, it seems the best approach

volved in industry-sponsored publications. Heather Tierney,

will continue to be fostering open, honest dialogue between

COPE Council Member, outlined her organization’s raison

interested parties and accepting that trust is an intrinsic

d’être as it relates to ethical recommendations as well as its

element of scholarly publishing.
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From the Trenches:
Editorial Office Anecdotes from Attendees of the 2018
ISMTE North American Conference
“We require that authors provide a list of 6-8 suggested reviewers. [In] one submission, the author filled each spot with
‘no reviewer.’”

- Meghan McDevitt

“Once an author addressed me as Dr. Belly throughout the entire production process.”

- Bailey Hanna (not a doctor)

“Whenever I see this reviewer’s name come up, I know that I’m in for a great deal of additional work. Emailing back and
forth several times in rapid succession, asking me to do something special, e.g., researching articles on the same topic,
wanting to get paid for reviews.”

- Anonymous

“I owe my publishing career to Dwight Gooden. Brand new to my office, I was put in charge of getting tickets for the
publisher of the department. It ended up being Dwight Gooden’s no hitter! I was promoted the following month to
Assistant Editor.”

- Glenn Collins

“Our journal manager forwarded an email from an author and said there was an issue with a duplicate submission in EES.
Upon investigation, it turned out that the author was trying to submit proof corrections through EES and was unable to
upload the PDF.”

- Meghan McDevitt

Question: “Is social media worth our time?”
Answer: “Well, it is one of the top three methods by which people obtain information today…”
Editor: “Can we be the Justin Bieber of Twitter?”
Staff: “Sure, if you can put out chart-topping articles and flash us some tats!

- Anonymous

“Talking with fellow attendees, I finally was able to diagnose my EiC’s malady: Editor Amnesia. You know, that condition
where that ad they approved a month ago is now a travesty, and where the conference call they insisted on is now a
surplus to requirements.”

- Anonymous

“When asked to submit disclosure and IRB forms, an author sent a photocopy of a 15-year-old article on ethical publishing
practices on which he wrote notes in the margins and circled statements he agreed with.”

- Stephanie Kinnan

“But the manuscript is a required file type!” (Figure)
- Meghan McDevitt

Editors’ Note: Submit your own funny or absurd anecdotes from your Editorial Office at editorialofficenews@gmail.com
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https://doi.org/10.18243/eon/2018.11.9.2

A Curious Blindness Among Peer
Review Initiatives
By Tim Vines, PhD

publishers do, EO staff play a role in 28† and are the princi-

Consultant

pal actors in 11.‡
Put simply, the main role of the Editorial Office is to catch

Origin Editorial

problems before they derail the peer-review process. There are
an astonishing number of ways in which authors, editors, and
reviewers can make mistakes, and it takes an experienced and
dedicated eye to catch them. A few examples: spotting missing
or corrupted figures, noticing that the authors shared a dataset
Editors’ Note: This article originally appeared on The
Scholarly Kitchen website on March 7, 2018.

with raw patient data, seeing that ethics board approval isn’t
mentioned, spotting that a potential handling editor has a serious conflict of interest, and removing ad hominem language

The world of scholarly communications is awash with in-

from reviewer comments. Once a mistake gets through, peer

novation around peer review. There is, however, a worrying

review can be delayed by weeks or months while the issue is

thread running through many of these initiatives. It’s summa-

fixed and everyone’s attention is subsequently dragged back

rized nicely by this quote from the Société Française d’Écologie

onto the manuscript. Big mistakes and big delays make ev-

et d’Évolution: “[We] Support the development of new ways of

eryone unhappy; lots of these will leave your reputation in

disseminating scientific knowledge, not based on commercial

tatters. The hope that AI-based automation could fulfil these

journals but on open archives and a public peer-review process,

functions greatly underestimates their range and subtlety of

completely handled by the researchers themselves.”

issues encountered during peer review: AI needs to come a long

The common refrain is that academics should take back

way before it can replace anyone in the Editorial Office.

control of peer review (e.g., here, here, here, here, here),

Academics are wonderful human beings, but they are just not

which carries the heavy implication that journal staff and

the right people to do this kind of painstaking (5 boring), day-in,

publishers add literally nothing to the process because

day-out work. First, they are often unavailable for weeks while

volunteer reviewers and editors do all of the work.

travelling or on field work, and the journal will often grind to a

I am equally convinced that peer review run at scale (.200

halt in their absence. Second, their main job is doing research,

submissions per year) by only volunteer academics would

with teaching, supervision, and university admin on the side.

be a shambles.* Why? Damian Pattinson neatly summarizes

Adding 101 hours of journal admin per week just detracts from

the issue in a recent post on the ASAPbio blog: “The term

their important-for-humanity research; this is particularly

‘peer review’ has come to mean any assessment performed on a

wasteful considering that most EO tasks only require an un-

manuscript prior to publication [...] But in actual fact, the act of

dergrad education.

preparing a manuscript for publication requires a huge number

The “Peer Community in” (PCI) model doesn’t even recog-

of checks, clarifications, tweaks, and version changes, from

nize that Editorial Office work needs to take place, and their site

many different parties. But because of the tradition of confi-

only provides a description of their ’recommender’ role: “The

dentiality during the editorial process, much of this work has

role of the recommenders is similar to that of a journal editor

gone unnoticed by the academic community.”

(finding reviewers, obtaining peer reviews, making editorial

Many of these seemingly minor contributions come from

decisions based on these reviews), and they may reject or

Editorial Office staff: From the list of 102 things that

recommend the preprints they are handling after one or several
rounds of reviews.”

* The Journal of Machine Learning Research is an interesting exception—
over 200 articles published in 2017 and run entirely by volunteers.

†

List items 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,

‡

List items 13, 14, 15, 18, 21, 22, 23, 26, 30, 33, and 37.

32, 33, 37, 49, 50, 58, 68, 73, and 84.

The Editorial Office automation mentioned here is nothing more
sophisticated than basic ScholarOne functionality.
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A CURIOUS BLINDNESS AMONG PEER REVIEW INITIATIVES

the recommenders. While they’re at it, this person could
chase up late reviewers, sort out issues with figures, and spell
check the decision letters. But, dammit, we’ve found ourselves back with one of those pesky Editorial Offices again,
even though we vowed to have peer review “completely
handled by the researchers themselves.”
This matters because the need to employ staff moves
these new peer-review initiatives from running on fresh air
and goodwill to needing a business model. A full-time Editorial Office assistant will cost at least $40K per year, and that
money has to come from somewhere. Who is going to pay?
This may come as a surprise to some, but publishers actually
do something with all that money they charge. Lots of it goes
towards paying their journal management staff. In fact, there’s a
lesson here: These ruthless for-profit publishers cut costs
PCI recommenders could be asked to check through each

wherever they can but still employ thousands of people to

new submission for missing figures and so forth, and they might

oversee peer review. Maybe they’ve been doing this for de-

be able to manage (without complaining) a few manuscripts

cades and have discovered that journals run entirely by vol-

per month. Any more than that and their volunteer enthusiasm

unteer academics generally don’t work that well?

will evaporate, so the checks don’t get done. PCI could bring in

By fooling themselves that peer review costs almost

more recommenders as submissions increase, so that each

nothing, these new peer-review initiatives are setting them-

only handles a few papers. Then the problem becomes con-

selves up to collapse just when they start to attract hundreds

sistency: Not all academics would be equally diligent with these

of submissions. Falling flat is always a risk with innovation.

checks, and disasters-in-waiting will slip through.

Falling flat because you neglected to have a business model

The most logical approach would be to pay someone to
consistently do these checks before the manuscripts go to

is a major disservice to everyone who put in volunteer hours
along the way.

Call for Submissions
Are you a fan of EON? Do you have an idea for an article, column, or special section? EON is currently accepting
submissions for our 2019 issues. Contact our editorial office today for more information.

ISMTE Resources

Energize your editorial office operations, and check out this month’s featured resource, the webinar “Dealing with Image
Manipulation,” from the ISMTE Professional Development Education Committee. Whether you’re looking for direction on
a process or browsing for an idea to improve your workflow, click on the link and see if you can learn something new
today.
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Committee Update:
Preview of the 2018 European ISMTE Conference
This years’ European conference will be held at the Millennium Gloucester Hotel in Kensington, London on Thursday,
November 8, and will feature a different format than previous years to make sure everyone gets to experience every
session in full.
Inspired by the theme of honing excellence and applying expertise, we have a series of speakers and discussion sessions
intended to show us what we, as publishing professionals, can achieve with our collective experiences. This conference
will be a forum for fusing the skills and goals of research communities and the scholarly publishing industry, aiming to
identify emerging trends and discuss how we can help each other to succeed in the most effective, innovative, and
impactful ways possible. In addition to this inspiring approach, we are very proud to bring you an agenda which features
topics never before seen at an ISMTE event.
We are delighted to host a panel session on open access in the humanities and social sciences, featuring Professor Martin
Paul Eve (Literature, Technology, and Publishing, Birkbeck University), Aimee Nixon (Head of Open Access Publishing,
Emerald) and Professor Eleonora Belfiore (Communication and Media Studies, Loughborough University).
Nicholas Rowe (University of Lapland) will deliver a talk discussing his research on conference proceedings, asking how
we can transform conferences into a real ‘academic currency.’ His talk will provide motivational insights into the potentially untapped academic values of conference-related posters, presentations, and proceedings.
Nick Rushby will draw from his wealth of experience in learning technologies, helping early career researchers understand scholarly publishing and, as Deputy Editor of Education and Self Development, lead an interactive session on
the potential for educational development to improve processes in editorial offices.
We will break up the day with a lightning session of pro tips, fast facts, and quick fixes from Alice Ellingham (Director,
Editorial Office), Joshua Green (Manager of Operations, BioResources, North Carolina State University), and Anna Jester
(Director of Sales and Marketing at eJournalPress and President of Council of Science Editors).
The day will also involve two fully interactive sessions, moderated by our committee members, intended to draw from the
range of perspectives of ISMTE members in the room. The first will see the conference discussing case studies of
common, but not necessarily clear-cut, problems and debating suitable resolutions. The second will revolve around peer
review. This session will focus on what a better system of reviewing might look like, with conference delegates contributing their own definitions, highlighting essential areas and recommendations for better practice.
And finally, the day will include a session on preprints, assessing the rapid rise in popularity of this form of science
communication, the innovative ways in which platforms to handle these papers are implemented, and what it means for
the publishing industry.
We will be using the #ISMTE2018 hashtag on Twitter to take these unique and undoubtedly stimulating discussions
around the world and incorporate contributions from outside the event.
We will also be using the conference app, which you can use to submit questions in advance of the sessions, view the
attendee list, and access a wealth of conference materials.
Please visit the ISMTE website to view the full conference program and to register today. We look forward to seeing you
in London!
2018 EU Program Committee Members:
Duncan Nicholas, DN Journal Publishing Services (Chair)

Mary Miskin, Emerald

Chris Heid, Clarivate Analytics

Michael Willis, Wiley (ISMTE Board)

Claudia Welburn, Editorial Office

Miriam Maus, Wiley

Maria Guerreiro, eLife

Naomi Coneely, The Editorial Hub
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Join an ISMTE Local Group today!
ISMTE Local Groups have formed through the efforts of members who would like to meet with peers and colleagues in
their local area for networking and discussion. Participation is not limited to ISMTE members, and the only cost associated with participation will be your meal, if the group meets at a restaurant.

Active Groups:
• Boston, Massachusetts

• Oxford, United Kingdom

• Chicagoland Area

• Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

• Heidelberg, Germany

• Rochester, New York

• New York, New York

• Washington, DC Area

• North Carolina - Research Triangle Park Area

• Tokyo, Japan

• Australia

• London, United Kingdom

• Russia

• Kathmandu, Nepal

Visit the ISMTE Local Groups page to join a local group or to find more information.

}
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COPE FLOWCHART

Permission to publish this flowchart was granted by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). Please visit http://
publicationethics.org/ for additional flowcharts and information.
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Calendar of Events
Mediterranean Editors & Translators Meeting 2018
October 4-6, 2018
Girona, Spain
http://www.metmeetings.org/
STM Frankfurt Conference 2018
October 9, 2018
Frankfurt, Germany
http://www.stm-assoc.org/events/
Medical Writing & Communication Conference
November 1-3, 2018
Washington, DC, USA
http://www.amwa.org/
ISMTE European Conference
November 8, 2018
London, UK
www.ismte.org
EASE members receive ISMTE member registration rate
47th EMWA Conference
November 8-10, 2018
Warsaw, Poland
http://www.emwa.org/

American Chemical Society Publications
American Institue of Physics
J & J Editorial, LLC
Origin Editorial, LLC
Wolters Kluwer Health Medical Research

Aries Systems Corp.
Clarivate Analytics
Compuscript
Elsevier
Enago
Oxford University Press
SalientContent, LLC
Taylor & Francis
Technica Editorial Services
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EON

Editorial Office News (EON) is the official publication of the
International Society of Managing and Technical Editors
(ISMTE) and is published monthly. The contents and opinions
expressed by the authors do not necessarily represent those
of the Society, the Board of Directors, or EON Editors, nor
does the publication of an article constitute an endorsement
on the part of ISMTE of the authors’ organizations or companies. Submissions are welcome and can be sent to the
Editors at the address below. Submissions may be edited for
style and format without the author’s permission. Authors
must seek permission to reprint any copyrighted material
and provide this permission to the Editors.
EON’s content belongs to the members of ISMTE. Users
may view and download EON articles for personal, noncommercial use. Use beyond that allowed by the “Fair Use”
limitations (sections 107 and 108) of the US Copyright law
requires written permission from the EON Editors.

A note on English: ISMTE aims to be a truly international
society. English will represent our lingua franca, but we would
like to stress that, in materials published in EON or online,
variations in idiomatic usage and spelling should reflect the
origins of the author. No one version of English is preferred over
the other.
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